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Alphacool HT 16mm
HardTube compression
fitting G1/4 for plexi- brass
tubes (rigid or hard tubes) knurled - chrome sixpack

$38.75

Product Images

Short Description
With Alphacool’s new compression fittings for plexi, brass, borosilicate glass, or carbon tubes, Alphacool is
taking another step in the direction of perfection and quality.
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Description
With Alphacool’s new compression fittings for plexi, brass, borosilicate glass, or carbon tubes, Alphacool is
taking another step in the direction of perfection and quality. The first two colours, chrome and deep black,
offer a great variety to suit many tastes. The fully coordinated product series gives every system a chance to
shine, and the customization options are endless when paired with Alphacool plexi-brass tubes! A new
chromatization technique binds the colouring tightly to the brass surface. This improves the longevity of the
intense colour and prevents any chipping of the chrome layer. Blue Alphacool lettering on some of the
connectors also highlights the uniqueness of these parts.

Features
The function of these connectors is:
This connector can be used to connect two 12mm plexi, brass, borosilicate glass, or carbon tubes.
Sixpack:
Since six connectors of one kind are often necessary, Alphacool is now offering Sixpacks. This has a lot of
advantages for you!

Specifications

1. Side:

16/13mm (ID 1/2" OD 5/8")

2. Side:

G1/4" outer thread

Color:

silver nickel

Compatibility:

Acrylic tubing, Brass Tube

Dimensions (L x B x H):

22 x 22 x 17mm

Manufacturer:

Alphacool

Material:

Brass

Rotatable:

No

Specification:

Shape: straight

Thread length:

5mm

Technical Details:
Material: chromatized brass
Colour: chrome
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Scope of Delivery:
1x Alphacool HT 16mm HardTube compression fitting G1/4 for plexi-brass tubes (rigid or hard tubes) knurled - chrome sixpack

Additional Information
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Brand

Alphacool

SKU

AC-17384

Weight

0.5000

Special Order

No

Fitting Type

Rigid Compression

Fitting Size

13/16mm

Fitting Angle

Straight

Fitting Finish

Chrome

Vendor SKU/EAN

4250197173841
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